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ABSTRACT --- 

We study sum x sV(2)~ X U(~)B-L gauge models with a completely general 

Higgs sector. The scalars which are consistent with the known low-energy phenomenol- 

ogy are determined. The results are used to obtain useful constraints on the IV’- WR 

mixing angle, c. In particular, we derive the stringent upper limit t 5 0.002. 
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The standard sV(2)~ X U(1) gauge model’ can accomodate all the present elec- 

troweak data. The recent discovery* of the weak gauge bosons at CERN, with average 

masses3 Mw = 80.9 f 2.0 GeV and MZ = 93.0 f 2.0 GeV, confirm the validity of 

the standard model at low energies. Theses masses, in conjunction with the extrapo- 

lated and corrected value of the weak mixing angle,4-6 sin* 6wpz = 0.217 f 0.014, 

and with the definition 

- . 

(1) 

yield p = 0.97f0.07. Similarly, the preliminary CDHS results7 lead to p = 0.99f0.07. 

This is consistent with the measurements of the neutral current strength,4 and is to 

be compared to the prediction p = 1, obtained in the standard theory when the Higgs 

fields are doublets of the sum group. In constrast, Higgs with higher weak isospin 

give+ # 1.8 Excluding unnatural cancellations, the dominance of Higgs doublets in 

the W(~)L X u(1) ---) u(&.,. breaking is strongly favoured by experiment. 

The standard model, however, has many open theoretical questions. Some of 

them can be understood by going to enlarged theories. An appealing extension of the 

standard model is the sum X sum X U( I)B-L gauge theory,%13 which represents 

the minimal incorporation of left-right symmetry at high energies. In this model, the 

spontaneous breaking of parity symmetry provides a deeper understanding’ of the V-A 

weak structure observed at low energies. In addition, the scale of parity restoration 

can be related to the neutrino mass,lO as well as to the magnitude of some CP-violation 

effects.ll Furthermore, the .S’U(~)L X sum X U( 1) model could be an effective stage 

in the breaking of some grand unification groups. ‘* These attractive features motivate 

a great deal of interest in these theories13 and make worthwhile serious experimental 

and theoretical efforts to constrain left-right symmetric models as much as possible. 



In the spectrum of these models one has elementary Higgs fields, which sponta- 

neously generate fermion and gauge boson masses. Usually, one chooses the min- 

imal Higgs sector which makes the low energy liiit of the model consistent with 

experiment. lo,13 Although this choice can be justified from the point of view of sim- 

plicity, it certainly represents one of the arbitrary features of the theory. Indeed, 

an enlarged scalar spectrum might also be consistent with the available experimental 

data. Obviously, these data constrain the symmetry properties of the Higgs fields and 

the pattern of symmetry breaking. The main purpose of the present note is to study 

systematically these constraints. 

- . 

Let us introduce a generic set of I-Eggs fields, (do - (IL, IR, Y), where IL (1~) is the 

left (right) weak isospin and Y = B - L is the hypercharge. The o-index denotes the 

IL, IR, Y quantum numbers and, eventually, distinguishes Higgs fields with the same 

symmetry properties. Gauge boson masses arise from the Lagrangian term 

-igQ, fisti; - i(@)y~,B" . 

In the covariant derivative, 1 and fi are the matrix representations according to which 

the Higgs transform under sum and v(2)R gauge rotations, respectively. Denoting 

by p*(A- A’) the gauge boson mass term associated with Ai A’p, the elements of the 

5 x 5 mass matrix read 



j.L*( Wi - Wi) = g*ti 

/L*( WA - Wh) = g*,i 

p”(Wi - WA) = fJ*tTSij 

p*(B - B) = d2(t3 + r3 + 2 ma) 

p’(W; - B) = -d v3 + m33) 

p’(W; - B) = -gd (f=3 + m33) 

with i = 1,2,3, and 

mij = c “r(Rj Qi Li Qa) 
a 

--- ei = c Tr((Li)* Qa QL) 
a 

ri = c Tr((&-)* QL $a) - 
a 

In these results, the brackets indicate that the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs 

fields has been taken. We have used (QQ) = 0, where the charge operator & is the 

usual combination of gauge generators, namely, & = T~L + TAR + Ty/2. 

The structure of the mass matrix reveals that, to suppress right-handed currents 

and left-right mixings at low energies, parity must be broken by left-handed singlets, 

A; - (0, I, Y # Oh ac q uiring vacuum expectation values much higher than the WL - 

mass scale, i.e., 

(3) 

Here, q = MhL/MgR and the x a are scalars with IL # 0, inducing the standard 

=wL x w -+ U(l),,. transition. In the limit q << 1, the neutral eigenstates of 
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the mass matrix are 

where sin*0 = P/k2 + 24% .* = co826 and Afi is the photon field. Now, the 

current associated with the neutral ZL boson is 

Jp = (g/co8 t9) (J& - sin* t9 Jt”*) . (4 

By identifying 19 with the standard weak angle, Eq. (4) is just the successful standard 

neutral current. In other words, sV(2)~ X m(2)R X U(1) models with a general 

scalar spectrum, implemented with the hierarchy given by Eq. (3) and with 8 = b, 

havea low energy neutral current phenomenology in agreement with experiment. The 

reason is that, for q < 1, the eigenstates of the mass matrix are independent of the - 
details of the Higgs sector. However, the mass eigenvalues depend on the !, r and m 

parameters. Indeed, the right-handed boson masses carry relevant information on the 

isospin of the AR scalars. More interesting for our purposes is the left-handed boson 

sector. Calculating the masses and introducing them in Eq. (1) yields 

P 
= Tr Ca Ct," (Xa XL) 

2 Tr Ca(b3)* (XaXL) ’ 
(5) 

where (J%)* E (t)* - (L3)*. B arring unnatural cancellations, p = 1 is obtained only 

with IL = l/2 Higgs fields. The experimental value of p indicates that the spontaneous 

SU( 2)~ X U( 1) breaking in left-right symmetric theories is strongly dominated by Xa N 

(l/2, IR, Y) fields. This result is easy to understand, since that breaking is essentially 

controlled by the IL isospin of Xa. We remark that present data still have room for 

the small effects of order q which have been neglected in Eqs. (4) and (5). 

. 
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Let us address now to some considerations which will shed more light on the 

restrictions on the scalar sector. In left-right symmetric models, the scalar potential 

is invariant under the transformation Qa ++ pa, where pa - (IR, IL, Y) is the parity 

conjugate field of (Pa - (IL, I,, Y). Consider the A$ G (A;) - (I,O, Y), with I # 

l/2, and the xa - (l/2, IR, Y) fields. From Eq. (3) and the fact AL scalars induce 

p # 1, it follows the hierarchy 

- . 

where vi = &(A? (A:)?). This parity-breaking configuration minimizes the poten- 

tial.10J13 Let us evaluate the order of magnitude of the Xa - (JR, l/2, Y) vacuum 

expectation values in this configuration. For reasons that will shortly become clear, 

we first discuss the IR # 0 case. We exclude the uninteresting fields that do not 

contribute appreciably to the sum in Eq. (5) and approximate Tr (Xa XL) N k* 

and Tr (a,xL) 21 &*. For our purpose, the relevant part of. the potential is given 

approximately by 

V N (-p* + A&) (k* + i*) + X2 vi k k 

+ X3(k4+k4) + X4 k*k* , 

where the Xi are linear combinations of Yukawa couplings. The conditions for the 

minimum imply either i; N k or 

k- x* & 
2(2X3 - X4) k * (6) 

Provided the Xi are not unnaturally large or small, Eq. (6) yields g >> VR. Now, the 

P = 1 requirement for the xa field is inconsistent with both solutions, unless xa - 

(l/2,1/2, Y). Indeed, IR # l/2 requires k < k, which is far from being satisfied at 

the minimum of the potential. We notice that the argument is not valid if Xa has 

IR = 0, for then x, is a AR-type scalar. 
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We conclude that the present low energy data strongly restricts the Higgs sector 

in sV(2)~ X m(2)R X U( I)B-L models. The Riggs spectrum which acquires relevant 

vacuum expectation values and leads to the correct low energy phenomenology is com- 

posed of: (i) m(2)R X U( l)B,L-breaking A;zf - (0, I, Y) fields and (ii) sum x U(l)- 

breaking Xa - (l/2,1/2, Y = 0, f2) and Xa - (1/2,O,Y = fl) fields; the former, 

when Y = 0, also generates charged fermion masses. The A$ - (I, 0, Y, ), I # l/2, 

scalars do not generate substantial gauge boson masses. For completeness, we recall 

that the minimal Higgs sector used in the literature13 corresponds to the three scalars 

AR=;iL - (0, 1,2) and x - (l/2,1/2,0). 

We can now deduce a useful constraint on the WLf - WRf mixing angle, $, which 

is induced by the (charged) non-diagonal term in Eq. (2). Among our restricted Higgs 

fields, only the Xa - (l/2,1/2, Y) type may connect WLf with WRf. These scalars 

fulfill_ 

where ri are the Pauli matrices and T* = (ry f ir2)/ fi. This tells us that the mass 

matrix elements induced by Xa obey y* (Wf - WLf) >, jp* (WLf - W,f)l. The other 

Higgs representations will certainly contribute to the WL-mass generation. It follows 

that the mixing angle is bounded by 

(7) 

This bound was noticed14 in the context of the minimal Higgs sector. Now, we claim 

that Eq. (7) constitutes a completely general constraint (arising in fact from low-energy 

requirements) involving two of the fundamental parameters of left-right symmetric 

theories. 

We finally consider some phenomenological implications of Eq. (7). To reach our 

bound we have made no assumptions about the UR mixing matrix appearing in the 
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charged right-handed current. However, the usual analyses15 essentially assume either 

UR = UL or UR = Vi, with UL being the left-handed mixing matrix. Let us quote the 

most stringent published bounds on c and q. On the one hand, non-leptonic AS = 1 

decays yieldm It1 5 4 X lo- 3. This limit, unfortunately, is subject to the theoretical 

uncertainties associated with non-leptonic processes. The safer semi-leptonic decays 

and the bottom lifetime measurements have been recently used17 to reach I[[ 5 5.5 x 

10B3, obtained if one includes a 5% fractional theoretical error in (U,&, due to SU(3) 

symmetry breaking and radiative corrections when analyzing semi leptonic hyperon 

and KG decays. l8 A 10% error leads to I[1 2 8 X 10m3. On the other hand, the 

analyses14p1g of the K” - k” transition yield q 5 l/430. This bound has been 

confirmed by a variety of hadronic modelsm and eventual cancellations with neutral 

Higgs mediated transitions are ruled out.*l Since QCD corrections** reduce the quoted 

limitby at least a factor 3, q 5 l/430 has to be considered as a conservative bound. 

Using this value in Eq. (7) we obtain 

It, 2 2.3 x 10-3, 

which represents the most stringent constraint now available. The introduction of 

QCD effects would yield I<1 5 8 X 10v4. 

If left-right symmetry is present at high energies, a careful analysis of weak low 

energy transitions could in the near future detect the presence of the mixing between 

left and right-handed currents. An eventual determination of a non-vanishing c would 

reveal, through Eq. (7) the range of energies where parity should be restored. There is 

already a claim23 of a significant departure of c from zero. Unfortunately, the analysis 

is rather model dependent and we cannot infer with confidence a lower bound on q. 
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